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· I. ~ODUC'!'ION 
The ability of silica to carry. a.1oad to within a few degrees 
of its melting point· and its tolerance £or comparative~ high con-
centrations of iron oXide and lime,. have enabled it to maintain i~s 
position as the number one steelpla.nt refractory. It is estimated 
that at least half of the volume of refractories used. in the steel 
plant are si.lica bricks. Consequently' the manufacture of silica 
re~ractories forms an industr.y of considerabie importance. 
Raw materials. suitable for the manufacture of s:illca brick are 
widelY distributed, but on~v a smAll number of deposits are used 
commerci~ for one reason or another. 
Many workers have list~ properties o~ raw Materials necessar.y 
to. ~r.mit their use in the manufacture of silica brick. The lists 
of im'"'ortant proT'erties are strikingly sflr!.ilar. The order of 
~portance is less definite, and the reason for each ~roperty and 
correlation between the properties of the raw materials and de-
sirable properties in the finished product are much confused and 
the reports often contradictor,. 
Reports that a certain raw material is highly suited to the 
manufacture of silica brick seldom specity the exact type of brick 
that i.s to be made from the materia1. A brick unsuited for one 
application may give superior results in another. For continuous 
use at very hi.gh temperature a brick of pure cristobalite may be 
pre£erred to one of pure tri~~e and even unconver~ed quartz is 
an exce11ent refractor,y in some instances. 
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There seems to be common agreement, howev~r, at the present 
time that a high percentage of tridymite. is desj_rable ns a general 
rule due to the . fact that the brick are very often mishandled in 
use. The high tridymite .brick is more. 'fool proof' than ones with 
only ouartz and eristobalite present. 
As reRards other ~roperties of silica brick the same general-
izations cnn be made, at least to a large extent. In 192S, A. J. 
Dale(l) stated: ''Any orde::-ly relations between such data as 
ordinnry refractoriness, density, !)Oro~ity, and even chemical com-
~os:i.tion, considered separately, and the behavior of silica bricks 
under stress at different temperature, are very indistinct, i£ 
indeed they exist at all. On the other hand, rrtS.king, mixing, and 
firing urocedures, and na.rticul.a.rly the nature of the bond, are 
undoubtedly· f"act .. ors or f'irst importance. From the users standpoint 
it would be futile to describe a silica brick as FOOd, bad or 
indi.f£erent unless the conditions under "'il~. ch it is t.o be used can 
be de.fired.'' 
The order o~ mer~t or raw materials is usua~ given as chal-
cedol\,v, old ~uartzi~.es and vein quartz. Quartz schists, sandstone 
and sand are considered unsuitable; the ~irst two on account of 
their structure and t .. he presence or many impurities ~n the fonn of 
inclusion; the latter t.Fo on account o~ their variability in ccm-
nositions and their excessive fineness after grinding.(2 ) 
(1) 
(2) 
Dale, A. J. , 'l'he effects of temperature on the mechanical oro-
nerties or silica products. Trans. Cer. Soc. (Eng.) 27,Ap.55 
(1928). 
Ross, Dona1d 1-'!. , Silica rerractories, Amer. Bur. Sta.nd. Tech. 
~aper, 116, April (1919) p.5. 
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Most silica brick have been manufactured frQm the older quartz-
ites. The American deposits in order ·or· importance are those of 
Pennsy1vania, Wis~?nsin, Eastern Alabama,_ Colorado, and Montana. 
In Great Britain Totley ganister.and Welsh quartzite are important 
mater:l.als • 
Much attention has been given to an erratic block quartzite 
(Findliois ~~rtzite) in German~-~~ich is reportedly superior to 
aqy of the materials used in the United States.(J) 
The ease with which silica brick can be made from Findlings · 
quartzite A.nd t~he resultant high quality of" t.he brick, which tend 
to have not only a low porosity, but a high thermal shock resistance(4) 
has led to a world-~~de search £or similar material. 
Somewhat recently a crypto-crystalline quartzite (knO\\'ll as 
Silcrete) in South Africa has aroused much interest. This mate-
rial is ~aid to reeen~1e the Findlings quartzite of similar age 
(Tertiary) an~ occurrence in that it converts more raoidly to 
tridymite than the quartzites used in the United States. 
Reports or rapid inversion rates for various raw materials 
and reasons for the claimed rapid rate are indefinite and otten 
contradictor.y. One of the reasons for this is that the data as 
rerorted in the li.terature have been-base~ on optical stu?~es, 
thermal exnansion, or specific gravity determinations. 
{3) 
(4) 
Endell, K., A Comparative Study of American and Ge~ Raw 
Materia1s for the Silica Brick Industr,y. Jour. Amer. Cer. 
Soc., Vo1. 4, p. 953 (1921). 
Chesters, Steelplant Re~ractories. Lund Humphries and Company 
Limited. London and Bradford. p. 49. · ·-
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·. Brassfield(5) employed x-ray methods to determine the effect 
of Titanium Dioxlde as a Mineralizer in ·silica Brick. His data 
show that the t·itanium ·dioxide is ef.fective in promoting the in-
version to tridymite. Hugi11 and Rees(6) ho~~ver, reported in 
19.31 '' ••• a slight decrease in amount ~f unchang~d quartz, but 
no evidence that TiQ2 has any·marked accelerating e.ffect on the 
rate of quart~ inye~sion.'' 
In view of the contradictions existing in the literature it 
was decided to compare, by means ·of the x-ray spectrometer, the · 
South African Silcrete with some American raw materials as regards 
the rate of inversion to tridymite. 
(5) 
(6) 
Brassfield, H.C., Effect of Titanium Dioxide as a M1neralizer 
in Silica Brick. Unpublished Thesis, ¥~ssouri School of_Mines 
and Metallurgy, Rolla, Missouri: , (1949) • · 
Hugill, W. and Rees, W.J., Influence of Titanium Dioxide on the 
Rate of Quartz Inversion in Lime-bonded Silica Bricks. Trans. 
Cer. Soc. (Eng.) Vol. 30, p. 347 (1930-31). 
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
A. Nature of" Work Done 
The PUblished.information on Si1ica Refractories until the 
year 1919 is rev1.ewed in sane detail by Dr. -Ross(7) or the Bureau. 
or Standards.. Raw materials in use at that time were substantially 
··the same . as those. in use today. 
The criteria fer choosing the raw materials has changed ver.y 
little· through the years. Khoetsky(S) considered the choice from 
the standpoint: of chemical p'lri ty, size of grain obtainable, and 
the magnitude of the increase in volUMe on heating. He concludes 
that to meet the tempera.ture requirements in use the hrick must 
not contain less than 96 per cent si.lica (Si02) (98 per cent silica 
for the raw material); that the rock must not yield too fine a 
powder on crushing; and, third, the order of merit of the natural 
forms of silica is gj_ven as chalcedo117, old quartzites, and vein 
quArtz. Parmelee(9) also lists these same factors in the choice 
of raw materials. 
Bosazza(lO) suggest that the following physical properties be 
e'raluated in the initi.al investigation of a raw material: 
a- Condition and cr,ysta1 grain size of the silica 
b- True and Apparent po~osi ties in the ra,._· and burned states. 
( 7) Ross, Donald \AT. , Op. Cit. 
(~) Khoetsky~ quoted by Hoss, D.l,r., Op. Cit. 
(9) Pannelee, C.W., Novaeu1ite as a Refractory Material, Brick and 
Clay Record, 1935, 86 (6) 205 
(10) 'Bosasza, V .L., The Physiea1 Properties o:f Some South African .. 
Raw Materials for Silica. Bricks, Jour. Chem. Uet. and Hin. Soc·. 
of South Africa, 1937, 37 (10), .526 and (l2) 590. 
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c- The structure of the .rock and particle shap~ ·on crushing. 
d- ~e ·rate. of inversion on: he~ting to. a. tempera.ture or 1470. -
l5<)0°C., detennined by specific gravity variations and Optical 
exand.na tion..· 
e- Rates of decrepitation. 
Witherow(11) a1so stress the importance of the rock breaking 
down in crushing and ~inding to a ~ronn gradation or sizes of 
sharp angular .. .fragments~ and Sosman (12) states: ' 'American ex-
perience indicates that a rock Which crushes into splinter.y~ angular 
fragments of non-uniform size and shape is the best 
' ' 
.... 
Various workers dealing with raw materials for the manufacture 
of silica brick have used a variety of tests and have based their 
conclusions as to suitability upon one or more factors. 
Probably the rate of inversion to cristohalite and tri~vmite 
has been the chief method of attack. Endell and Rieke(13) state 
that when heated to l400°C rock cr.ystal was slowest in being trans-
f'or.med~ while strongly twinned pseudomorphic quartz from the 
Taunus and pegmatic quartz from Norway were found to be converted 
in two or three such beatings. Powdered silica glass~ amorphous 
silica, and chalcedony were completely changed after a single 
burning. The rate of transformation o:f silica glass into cristo-
balite was found to increase rapi~ ~th the temperature from 
(11) Witherow, C.N., Silica as a Refractory Material, Brick and Clay 
Record, 1933, ~ (6) 208. 
(12) Sosman, R.B., The Properties of S5.lica. Chemical Catalog Co. 
Inc.~ New York~ p. 817, (1927). 
(13) Endell and Rieke, quoted by Ross, D.W.~ Op. Cit. 
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Parme1ee(14) investigated a material £rom Southern Illinois 
called Novaculite which is found as a gravel comprised of chert 
fragments and red clay, and also as solid beds of chert more or 
less white in color. He found that ·Novaculite inverts to cristo-
halite more rapidly than does quartzite, and the inversion is 
more complete under the same circumstances. Novacu:tite inverts 
completely to cristobalite at a much lower temperature than does 
quartzite. 
Chesters(l5) compares various quartzites on the basis of · 
specific gravity and apparent porosity and sho~m that after one 
hour at 1450°C the specific gravity of Findlings quartzite has 
dropped to 2.41 as compared to ·2.46 for v.felsh quartzite and 
Sheffield ganister. 
In a comparative study of American and German Quartzites, 
Ende11(16) used samples 50 em thick fired in a porcelain kiln to 
cone 15. He states:- ''It is evident £ram the results that 
under the given conditions, the transformation o£ both o£ the 
German erratic block quartzites, even after one calcination, is 
more complete than that o£ the American or Hessian materials. 
Bosazza(l?) made a detailed study of South African raw mate-
rials and lists the order of merit as follows: 
a- Surface Quartzites, where the opal. content is low. 
(14) Pannelee, C.W., Op. Cit. 
(15) Chesters, J.H., Op. Cit., pp. 49,50. 
(16) Endell, K. Op. Cit., p. 953. 
(17) Bosazza, V.L., Op. Cit., p. 590. 
b- Cherts 
c- Fined grained quartz~tes of Pretoria Series 
d- Argillaceous sandstones or ganister 
e- Coarsely crystalline quartzites and vein quartz 
He concludes, ''In maqy cases the silcretes or sur£ace quartz-
ites a~near to be as good as or even better than the amorphous 
8 
quartzites, occuri.ng in Germany, used in the manufacture o:f silica 
.refractories' ' • 
Dr. Bosazza(lB) stated.in a letter that in working ~th South 
A£rican materials the best tridynite conversion he ever obtained 
was on a silcrete contc.ining over .3 per cent titanium dioxide. 
In a letter £rom l"u-. D. Cui1inan(l9) of the Consolidated Rand 
Brick, Potter.y & Lime Co., Ltd., he states that the silcrete is 
being eXpOrted in large quantities to England where it is being 
utilised in the open-hearth furnace roo£s. Although he does not 
claim de~inite proo£ ~~.Cullinan states ''·· seems almost a cer-
tainty that it will give them twice the life of the best English 
silica brick.'' In addition to t:-··sts related to the determination 
of forms of silica present in the brick, other tests have been 
performed by various workers. Desher and Fu1wei1er(20) performed 
load tests on si1ica brick and show that .with a heating rate o£ 
approximately 450°C per hour, ~he spec~en being tested expands 
decidedly during the first tW? hours and is then practically 
(18) Bosazza, V.L., Private Communication Ju~ 17, 1950. 
(19) Cullinan, D., Private Communication Sept. 14, 1950. . 
{20) Desher and FUlweiler, Report of the Committee on Refractories, 
Am. Gas. Iris.; 1915. 
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constant in size unt11 a temperature of approximate~ 1400°C is 
reached, above which there is apt to be further expansion. 
McDowel1(21) studied the ef£ect of particle size on crushing 
strength, cross breaki~ and resistance to spalling. He found 
that in compression the fine gr~nd was the strongest and the regu-
lar grind the weakest. In cross breaking tests the f'ine gr:i.nd 
showed little i.f any advantage over the regular grind, while the 
medium grind is considerably stronger. The results of his 
spalling tests show that on repeated burning as the percentage 
of cristobalite in the brick decreases and the percentage or 
tridymite increases the spalling tendency decreases. 
Resbitt and Be11<22 ) conducted a series of tests on silica 
brick made rr,;m Pennsylvania ganister. Arr:ong these was a slagging 
test which was conducted by heating a br:i.ck containing a cavity, 
of kno~m cross s~ction, to 1350°C in a furnace and placing in a 
cavity a de.finite amount o.f slag o:f known composition. The tempe-
rature was held at 1350°C ror two .hours from· the time the slag 
was added, after '\l.bich the furnace was permi tt ..ed to cool. wben 
cold the brick l-.ras sawed in two through the canter o:f the cavity. 
By means o:f a planimeter the area o~ the slag penetration '\·!as 
measured, and from this was subtracted the cross sectional area of 
the original cavity. Their results ind~cate that slag penetration 
increases with increased size of grain and that the spalling 
(21) McDowell, J.S., A Study.of Silica Refractories, Am. Inst. Mining 
Engineers, Bull. 119. 
(22) Nesbitt, C.E. and Bell, M.L., Proc. Am. Soc. for Testing 
Materials, 1917. 
tendency decreases lld.th increased size o~ grain. 
Hugill and Rees<2 3) studied the effect of grading on the 
porosity or silica bricks. They prepared 26 batches o£ bricks 
made using varying proportions of graded Tot1ey ganister of 
10 
.sizes as follows: through 5 on 30 mesh; through 30 on· SO mesh; and -
through 80 mesh. Two per cent lime was added and the brick were 
fired among others in a commercial kiln to cone 17. The mean 
bulk density, powder density, and porosity of each ~s deter-
mined. They state that with 30% to 37% fines the bricks generally 
had lower porosity than with higher proportion of fines. Mini-
mum bulk denr-;ity of 1.385 was obtained at. 60% coarse, 40% fine. 
~~inimum powd~r density of 2.395 wa~ obtained at 20% coarse, 50% 
medium, and 30% :fine. 
Parmelee<2 4) performed sizing experiments on Novalculite 
using a triaxial composed of the fol~owing: 
Coarse Through 8 mesh on 10 mesh 
Medium Through 28 mesh on 48 mesh 
Fine Through 200 mesh 
Degre~ of packing is shown as the ratio of the bulk packed vo1-
ume to the true volume of the solids. Minimum value obtained was 
1.29 at 25% fine, 25% medium, 50% coarse. Aside from showing that 
the rate of inversion decreases with increasing grain size, he 
(23) HugilJ., W., and Rees, W.J., Tranf;. Cer. Soc. (Eng.) lQ, 
p. 337, (1930-31). 
(24) Par.melee, C.W., Op. Cit. 
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found that ~tb rap~d inversion there ~s considerab1e shattering 
o~ t.he grains .. 
B. The Nature or:- S1:1:1ca and Si.lica -Refractories 
. . 
In as much as silica ref'ractorie·s must act primariq as do_es 
the COmpound 5102 it is desirable to consider brief~ the dif'ferent 
modi~ications o~.si1ica. 
The stability relations o£ the different crystal modifications 
as determdned by the Geophysica1 Laborator,y of the Carnegie Insti-
tution, briefly swmnarized are:(25) 
Inversion Temperature Remarks 
a-quartz -- (3 quartz 575•c Rapid, reversib1e 
P quartz - P2 tri~te 8'70°C,!lO•c Very s1uggj.sh, re-
versib1e 
~2 trid~te - P cristoba1ite u?o•c+1o•c Do. 
a tridymite - P1 trid_vmite 
~1 tridymite - ~2 tridymite 
117•0 Rapid, reversib1e 
163•C Do. 
a cristoba1ite - ~ cristobalite 220-275•c Do. 
or partieu1ar. interest is the inversion of p quartz to-~2 
. . 
tri~te, and or P eristobalite to P2 tridymite. In the ab-
absence of flux the inversion :fran quartz to tridymite does not 
. . 
oceur but the transformation is genera1l.y first to e ristoba1ite 
and then extremely s1owl.y to ~2 t,ri~_te. . 
'!'he stabUi.ty re1ati.ons of the above better kno'Wil .fonns 
appear . to be ve11 understood and ~ be eonvenient}7 llsted as 
(25) Fenner. C.N., The St.abillty Re1ations·- of the Silica M1nera1s. 
Am. Jour. or Sc:l., Series 4. Vol_. 36. p • .383, (1.913) ~ . • :. 
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f'ollows: (from Sosman). (26) 
• 
• Quartz • Tridyad.te • Cristo-:balJ:t.• 
• • 
Below 870•c • • To eristobalite• To tridy-No change 
• • To. quartz 
0 . 
• To cristobalite• 
• To tridymi te • No ch~e 
• 
• • 
To mite quartz 
• 'fQ triq-. 
mite 
1470• to melting pt.· To cristobalite• To cristobalite• .No change 
• 
Frcm the above it is readily apparent that below 870•C quartz 
is the stable T>hase; between 870° and 1470° trid.ymite is stable 
~~ile from 1470• to the melting po~t the stable phase is crist-
obalite. 
Although a great deal or work has been done regarding the 
various transformations the exact nature of' the reactions is not 
entirely understood. 
A review of all of the proposed theories or even a discussion 
of all of the possibilities by one ~Titer is prohibitive here. 
However, since we are direct~v concerned with the formation of 
tridymite, a brief' discussion of these so-ca1led ''sluggish in-
versions•' of quartz to tridymite and cristoballte to tridymite 
is included. 
Quartz to Trid,vud.te 
According to the stability relations listed above the inver-
sion of quartz to tridymit.e occurs only within the temper£.ture range 
_(26) Sosman, R.B., Op. Cit.., p. 60 
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870• to 1470•c. 
A.e previo~ mentioll~ the di.-~et -cpnve~sion ot. quartz to 
trid~t.e by beat &lone does not occ:Ur. A.t l.eaet. it .has· .. nQt b~n 
definitely proved. Workers who. have reported. such occurrence 
were apparently in error due to the use of e~oneous optical. data. 
The necessity of the tlux .. !s gE§rt~rally &greed upon, and the 
literature -contains a large number or papers concerned wi.th sub-
etanees investigated as a flux in this inyersion. 
The transYormation of quartz into tridymite in the presen~e 
of a nux in the range of 8'?'0°C to 1470•c may occur in either 
of two ways .(27) The atom8 or atom-groups may s~ply ·rea~range 
themselves into the tridymite etructure; or they ~ pass into 
solution in the molten f1ux and then cr.ysta1lize out again at 
another place as crystals of tridy.mite. 
Cristobalite to Tridymite 
According to the phase diagram tridymite is the stable .rona 
between 870• and 1470•c, and cristobalit.e, whether alone ott in 
contact with a melt. inverts directly to tridym.ite. This inver-
sion iB ver,y slow. The Speed is apparent~ not related direct~ 
l\1.th the increase in temperature, as Fenner.<.2 S) .tound t.hat 5 hours 
ot heating with sodium tungstate at 1460~C pr()duces only a ~mal.l 
amount of t~idymite, whi1e five hours under siudlar conditions at 
1380• to 1400°C eonve~s the cristobalite almost entire~ into 
trid~te. 
(27) Sosman, R.B., Op. Cit., p. 62. 
(28) Fenner, C ~.N., The , Relations _Between Tridym.it.e and Crist~balite, 
J. SO. Glass Technol. (1.919) Vol. 3, p. l2j. .. . . 
III. DISCUSSION OF RESEARCH 
Procedure 
The procedure followP.d in this investigation can be divided 
into three general parts: 
(1) Selection and Study of Raw Materials to be Investigated. 
(2) Preparation and Firing of Specimens 
(3) Study of Resu1ts of Firing. 
A. Selection and Stu~ of Raw Materials to be Investigated 
As previously mentioned the three main deposits of raw mate-
rials used in the Uni~ed States for the manufacture of silica 
brick are those of Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, and Alabama. In the 
same order these are geological~ known as the Tuscarora (or Medina) 
formation, the Baraboo formation, and the Weisner formation. 
A fifty pound sample of each of the above materials was ob-
tained .from refractories companies as folJ.ows: The Medina 
quartzite from the Big Savage Refractories Corporation at Frost-
burg, Maryland; the Baraboo ouartzite from Harbison-Wa1ker Refrac-
tories Company, Pitteburgh, Pennsylvania and the Weisner g&ldster 
also from Harbison-Walker Refractories Compaqy. 
As a comparison wit..h these well knolllrl materials it was de-
cided t..o test a mater~al o~ le88 commercial importance. The 
Robinson Clay Product Compan:r of Akron, Ohio supplied fifty pomtds 
of Sharon Conglomerate which was shipped :f'raa the Federal Plant o.f' 
the Stowe-Fuller Refractories Campaqy at Alexandria~ Penn~1vania. 
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Dr. V. L. Bosazza o£' Parktown, JobalUlesburg, South Af'rica 
provided a samp1e of the Silcrete, and· a larger sample of this 
material was •uppli.ed:· by- Mr. D. Cul.llnan, genera1 manager· of The 




The raw materials used in Pennsy~vania for silica refrac-
tories consist rna~ of quartzites and dense qUartz cong1omer-
ates<29). Over ha1f the rock·used ih the United States is thia 
quartzite der~ved from the Tuscarora (more properly lmown as the 
Medina) formation, and comes aJ_most entirely from Blair and HWlt-
ingdon C~ties, Pennsy1vania. (30) The percentage of the Medina 
quartzite used is generall7 reported as much greater than halt. 
Stol.te(3l.) reports that about 94% of the rock used is derived from 
~· Medina formation. 
The Medina consists of two distinct divisions and is irmne-
diately underlain by the Juniata formation. (The Oneida of the 
Second Geo1ogical Survey of Pennsyl.vania.) 
:rn the Second Geological Survey of Pennsyl.vania, these three 
formations are .considered under one hea~~.(32) The uppermost 
l~r or white Medina is made up chiefly o£ massive beds of hard 
(29) Sto1te, Norman H., Raw Material.s for Si.11~a Brick Manufacture. 
Cer. Age 1:2, p: 255, (1.932). -_. -. 
(.30) Ross, D.w.,·- op. Cit., p. 15. 
(31) Stol.te, Norman H., Op. Cit., p. 256. . 
(.32) Moore and Taylor; Bu11. M3, Geol. Survey of Pa. 1924,. quoted 
and Suppl±mented by Ross, D.W., Op. Cit., p. 16 • 
.. 
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white and greenish-gray flinty sandstone; fine grained~ compact~ 
homogeneous~ and in most parts of these two counties contains few 
pebbles. 
The lower division or red Medina consists of an upper portion 
of red sand rocks . and a lower portion of alternate l~ers of sand-
stones~ the lower strata of which are quite hard. 
The combined thickness of the Medina and Oneida frequent~ 
varies from 1000 to 2000 .feet. The upper or white Medina usually 
e~~nsists of ap~roximatel.y half of the total. The other two are 
frequent1y of equal thickness but var.y greatly. 
In some places these beds .lie nearly horizontal and at others 
are inclined at various angles. The hard white Medina forms the 
tops of the ridges. Lower down~ the red Hedina~ which is softer 
has weathered away and still lower~ the Oneida~ which is harder than 
the red Medina but softer than the white~ projects and forms 
terraces along the sides of the hills. As the red Medina weathers 
away the hard white material breaks off and forms extensive ganister 
floes ranging from a few to maqy feet in thickness. 
In the past most of the ~ek used was taken from the floes as 
it was cheaper to recover and was believed by maey to make higher 
grade brick than the solid rock underlying it. Contrary to former 
belief~ this solid rock {red Medina) in many cases is of h~gher 
cuality than the rloe rock.(33) 
(33) Stolte~ Norman H., Op. Cit.~ p.· . 285. 
17. 
The second source o.f g~ster in Pennsyl.vania, the Chickies 
quartzite, occurs only in t.he southeast corner of the State. (34) 
'This quartzite h~s a fair1y extens~ve outcrop in that region but 
has been used only in a minor ~ for the manu~acture of brick. 
Ver,y li~tle reference was found to the Sharon Conglomerate 
which is a clay-bonded sandstone found directly below or inter-
bedded with the Sciotovil1e c1ay in ma~ deposits in eastern 
Scioto County. The beds are uncertain in thickness and in dis-
tribution but are found ·in al1 parts of some mines. The ganister 
interstratified with the clay is a1so evidentlY derived from the 
~ong1omerate by secondar.y deposition. The ganister makes a 
medium qual.ity silica brick wh~ch is not near~ as good as the 
usua1 lime bonded ai1ica.(35) Shopher(36) who observed the 
wo~king of these deposits, stated that a considerabl-e amount of 
sorting must be done to keep t,he c1ay content to a mirrlJnum. 
b. Wisconein(37) 
Wisconsin ranks second in the production of quartzite for silica 
refractories, furnishing approXimate~ one-fifth of the total. 
The Baraboo formation, which is-especiallY prominent around Devil's 





Ashley, George H. , The Fire Brick Materlal.s of Pennsy:L vania, 
J.A.c.s. Vo1. 6, p. 846, 1923. 
Herold, Pau1 G. • Ceramic Raw Materi.als., Mimeographed Class 
Notes., p. 127. · · 
Shopher, D., Pri.vate conversation with the author, 1950. 
Deposits described by: Hotchkiss, W.O., Geol.ogy of the Baraboo 
Ganister Deposit·s, J.A.C.S., Vol., 6, pp. 11.6~1166, (1923); ... 
Ross, D.W., Op. Cit., p.:17~18; Weidman, S., Wi.s. Geol. & Nat. 
Hiet. Survey Bull.. u, (1904); .. and Stolte, Norman H., Ra~ Mate-
rials for Silica Brick Manufacture., Cer. Age~, p. 19, (1932). 
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Like practically all ·quartzite, this !ormation was deposited 
original.ly as a sand on a ~~allow sea bottom. These original. sand 
beds accumul.ated _to a thickness of approxima.tely a mile. Most of 
the beds were composed of very pure quartz. sand w.i th some few beds 
of less pure character which contained small amounts of clay. To-
ward the top of the formation. and in a few pl.acea throughout ita 
thickness~ conglomerates are found which are composed to a very 
large extent of c:lear quartz pebblee. This origina1 sand depos-
ition was £o1lowed by a deposition of sha1e. This shal.e was a 
very fine-grained clayey material and accumulated to a thickness 
that is estirnated at 500 to 1000 feet. At the present time none 
of this shale for.mation outcrops. It lies underneath the central 
portion of the valley together with the iron formation, the forma-
tion 'Which was deposited upon the shale. This upper portion· of 
the Huronian series is no'\'<.r obscured by the Cambrian sandstones 
which :torm the surface rock in the central. portion of the valley. 
After ~he deposition or t~s material there followed the cementation 
of the sand grains by the filling of the interatieee with pure 
. ' 
quartz. Most ot this quartz cement was deposited in crystal con-
tinuity with the sand grains so as to completely' fi.ll the pont 
spaees. 
Atter the cementing of the sands to quartzite the beds which· 
now compose the Baraboo ranges were upheaved and folded ~to their . 
present attitud•. The result o£ the subsequent glacia1 action, 
was a broad valley bounded by a. eeries of bluffs and ranges s~v-e-' '· 
~al. ailee 1ong and wide and seV'eral. .. hundred .feet high. Layer& of 
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quartz schist var,iftg in thickness from a few inches to several 
~eet are found scattered throughout the quartzite. 
The . color of the mat ... ia1 is general.ly pink or shade• oft 
into purple or gray. Only in· a few places. is it white. At the 
bottom of the formation the quartzite gives way to a highly sili-
ceous conglomerate. Quar.r.ying has been done chie~~ at Devils 
Lake and at ·Ablemans. 
e. Alabama(38) 
'l'he rock formations of Alabama that are of undoubted Cambrian 
age are, in ascending order, the li'eisner quartzite, Shad7 lime-
stone, Rome formation, and Conasauga £ormation. 
The main areas of the Weisner quartzite include Columbiana 
Mountain, Shelby County; Talladega Hills in Talladega County; and 
Coldwater, Choccolocco, and Dugger (Terrapin of Ladiga) Mountains 
in Ca1houn and C1eburne counties. 
There are s~ler areas of the Weisner on the summits of 
Kata1a and ICahatchee mountains in Talladega County, and it makes 
a· few outlying knobs in southern Cherokee County, including Mount 
Weisner, f'rom which the formation is named. Owing to its hardness 
and consequent resistance to erosion it makes prominent ridges. 
The material for silica brick manufacture is obtained chiefly 
tram Cherokee and calhoun counties. Associated with it are 
conglomer$-tes, sandstones, and sandy shales. The coarser· ·elements 
constitute a aeries of lenses, variab1e in extent and thickness, 
(38) Geology of Alabama, Special. Report No. u.~ Alabama Geol.ogical. 
Survey, pp. 61-64 .. 
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which are interbedded with .finer grained rocks. The finer grained 
rocks make up the bulk of the .formation. 
The quartzite is bluish l\white in color with tightly inter-
locking grains. It is as hard and crysta11ine as the Wisconsin 
materia1. It is considered to have been .formed by the leaching out 
of impurities rrom the parent rock ~allowed by crystal growth and 
additional deposits o£ silica rrom circulating waters. 
d. South Africa(39) 
Although a number of deposits have been used in South Africa 
for t.he manufacture of' silica bricks 7 including vein quartz, 
quartzites o£ the Lower Division of the Witwatersrand, the Black 
Hee:f Sertes and t,he Pretoria Series of the Transvaal. System(40), 
only the ~ur.faee ouart.zitea (Silcretes) will be discussed here. 
The ~ormation of the silcretes is believed to have been one 
of intense chemical action follo~np the attainment of pleneplan-
ation of' the area around Grahamstown. The main chemical f'~;atures 
or the formation of the 5ilcretes are: 
(a) The removal. of' soluble constituents in the clays_, re-
eulting in the residual concentration of silica and alunrlna. 
(b) The decomnosition of the complex aluminum s~_li.cates into 
clay rnine·.~als and silica, the latter being removed in a. colloidal 
state 7 resu1tinr in an increase in the ratio of' alumina in the 
clays. 
(39) Described by Frankel~ J.U. and Kent, L.E.~ Grahamstown Sur-
face Quartzites (Silcretes). Trans. Geol. Soc. S. Afr. Vol. 
40; 1-42. 
(40) Bosazza~ V.L., The Refractories Indust~ in South Africa, 
''Fulcrum'' Vol. 1, pn. 13-18, (1938). 
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(c) The replacement. of the c1ay minerals by colloidal silica, 
' 
together with its deposit~on in the sub-soil, giving rise to the 
formation o£ the -s11crete. 
The coagulation o~ the s11ica in the sub-soi1s was doubtless 
a:ided by the presence in the soil of downward. migrating eo1utions 
rich in sodium chlori.de, which was transported by wind .from the 
nearby sea. · 
Although little direct evidence iB available which wou1d en-
able the age of the silcretes on the Grahamsto'Wil peneplain to be 
determined, it is believed that they belong to the Terti.ary age. 
The silcretes occur in different degrees o~ compactness, 
and they have therefore been divided into two groups: (a) Those 
f'ormed by the eilici:fication of sands and clayey sands derived .from 
highly siliceous arenaceous rocks, and (b) those .formed by the 
replacement and silicification of san~ clays and clays produced 
by weathering from formatiogs do~ant~ argillaceous. 
The co1or of the ~resh rock varies ~rom grey to ~bite and 
buf':f. Whatever the type of si1cret.e, a1l appear to have an 
external. concentra.tion of iron which imparts the characteristic 
color. 
The thickness of the :formation is £air~ uni..f'orm, approximately 
20 feet thick on the average. The silcretes are compact and unbedded; 
sometimes, however, the concentration of iron takes place-. a1ong 
rough planes and a sllghtl.)r bedded appearance is assumed. The rock 
inTariably breaks acroes the grains. 
2. Description and Properties o£ Raw Materials Used: 
a. In hand Specimens. 
(1) The Atrie~ Silcrete 
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The si1crete as received was in large, gra'7, angul.ar frag-
ments. The material is extremely hard and breaks with a subcon-
ehoidal fracture. 
(2) The Medina.quartzite. 
This is the red Medina preYiously described. In hand spe-
cimen appears to be fairly sott and porous. The color is pink with 
occasiona1 darker pink thin, parallel streaks running through it. 
The rock fractures with sub-conchoidal fracture with edges less 
sharp than any of' the other materials received. In crushing it 
· breaks up veey easily into angular and sub-angular fragments. 
(3) The Baraboo quartzite 
The darkest in color of an.y of the materials tested, the 
Baraboo quartzite is very dark gray, hard, and dense, and .f'reshly-
broken surfaces give a vitreous appearance. The fracture is- even, 
sub-conchoidal. No bedding or jointing appears. 
(4) The Weisner quartzite. 
Like the Baraboo, the Weisner quartzite is Yery hard and 
dense. It breaks w.ith sub-conchoidal fracture giving sharper 
ed!es than either the Baraboo or Medina quartzites. The color is 
light gray. The surface shows a very slight 1ustre. An occasional 
iron spot appears on some of the pieces. 
(5) The Sharon Conglomerate 
Unlike ~ of the above mater.ials which were received in 
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fail.'>ly large angu1ar pieces, the Sharon Conglomerate consists of 
small, well-rounded pebbles ldth the appearance ot the common 
beach pebbles. Numerous pits in the surface contain clay and 
pink colored sand. Fracture planes are present in most of the 
pebbles, and "Where broken, the surface presents a vitreous lustre. 
The DUL~um size of the pebbles is about one inch in di~eter. 
Note: The surface texture and the :fracture ot the above material.s 
cart be observed in the photographs of the crushed rock which is 
typical of the material as received with the exception of the 
Sharon Cong1omerate. 
b. In 'I'hin Section. 
Thin sections of' the raw ~aterials were made primarily to show 
the grain size of the crystals making up the quartzites. From the 
photomicrographs of the sections the grain sizes of the materials 
can be readily compared. 
The photomicrographs were made with a Leitz microscope with the 
3 X ocu1ar and 10 X objective. Ansco Superpan. Preas .film was used. 
In preparing the photomicrographs the stage micrometer was photo-
graphed and then projected to give the magnification of 50 .for the 
finished print. 
(1) The Silcrete. 
Bosazza(4l) reports the average grain size of this material 
as 0.20 mms. diameter. This figure appears to represent the val.ue 
obtained bt measuring a large number of particles in (~) Plate I. 
T4ir Bosazsa. V.L., Op. Cit. 
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The quartz ~rains are cemented by quartz, chalcedony and 
possibq opa1. · The ex:t~ . .fineness of grain gives the silcrete 
the appearance of an amorphous material which g1 ves rise to the 
designation '· cryptocr.ystalline' . often applied to it. 
(2) Medina quartzite 
In (2) Plate I variety of sizes of rounded particles is 
shown with a- smal.l amount of secondary materiai cementing the 
grains together. The Average grain size is of the order of 0.16 
mm. diameter. 
(3) Baraboo quartzite 
The average grain size of this materia1 is around 0.25 mm. 
diameter. { (3) Plate I). The grains are somewhat more .unif'orm in 
size than the Medina and a1so more angular. Also a larger amo\Ult 
of cementing material (mostl.y secondary quartz) ia present than 
in the Medina. Impurities can be readily noted throughout the 
thin section and appears to be calci-te. Finely' disseminated hema-
tite, chlorite and serecite are reported as present in the eeaent-
ing material. 
{4) Weiener quartzite 
Plate I (4) shows we11 rounded particles of greater size 
distribution than in the case of the Bara.boo quartzite. These 
materials are often compared as being very simil.ar partieu:Larl.y' 
as regards hardness and grain size. The thin sections shpw lesa 
impurities in the Weisner than in the Baraboo and also 1ess 
binding material. The greater size di.stribution and angu1ar:lty or 
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- -·------(1) African Silcrete (2) Medina Quartzite 
(3) Baraboo Quartzite (4) Weisner Qu~zite 
f_(5) Sharon Conglomerate 
Magnification ( x 50). All under crossed nieo1s. 
Plate I. Photomicrographs of Thin Sections. 
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partic1es in \be case or the Weisner would account for the tough-
ness in spite ot 1esa binding material. than the Baraboo quartzite. 
The average diameter of the grains in the Weisner is of the order 
of 0.15 mm. 
(5) Sharon Conglomerate 
Aside from the 1"l.ows in the f'ona of the bl.ack spots ( of 
unlmown orig4l on the negative) in (5) Plate I, the print repre-
sents exactly what appears to the eye under crossed nieols. This 
shows only one crysta1 (or1.ented with the 'c' axis parallel. to the 
plane of the paper) • Not only ie the entire area shown in the 
photomicrograph one cr,ystal. (2. 0 :mm. diagonal dimension), but the 
entire thin section of 12.5 mm diaaeter represents onlY one crysta1. 
e. Apparent Potosity and Bulk Density of Raw Materials. 
The Apparent Porosity and Bulk Density of the material.s as 
received was determined according to the A.S.T.M. Designation 
C20-4l. The val.ues tor the dry weights were obtained af'ter drying 
the specimens for 48 hours at l10°C follo~ the determination 
of the suspended weight ard the saturated weight. This was done 
in order that foreign material adhering to the pieces woul.d be 
removed, at least partly, during the boiling and would therefore 
not be ine1uded in the dry weight.. 
The average of determinations on two specimens of each mate-
ria1 appear in Tabl.e I. 
Tabl.e ! 
Apparent Porosity. and BUlk Density of Raw Materials 
Mater~al . Apparent Porosity Bulk Density 













Note: Values for Sharon Conglomerate obtained using 8 pebbles. 
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In view of the inherent errors involved with ma.teria1s of this 
type the author be1·i eves that the results shown should be used only 
as a general comparison. 
With material.s of varying sur.face texture and such 1ow poro-
sity it is obvious1y not possible to determine the saturated 
weight accurately. Removing exterior water from the surface prior 
to weighing in the saturated condition is open to serious error. 
The data on porosity is in the relative order as would be 
expected .from observation of hand specimens and from the photo-
micrographs. However, the value for the Weisner quartzite appears 
to be somewhat high. 
An indication as to the nature of the pores in the materials 
can be obtained by- comparing bulle densities with values ot apparent 
porosity. For example, in comparing the Medina quartzite with the 
Si1crete, both with the same bu1k density • it is apparent that a 
greater proportion of the pores in the silcrete are c1osed. 
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d. Chemical Analyses o£ Raw Materia1s(lt2) 
The chemica1 analyses of the materials tested appear U1 Table 
II. The va1ues for the Ottawa sand are ine1uded ~or comparison. 
A number or tests were run using Ottawa sand the results of whieh 
are not inc1uded in this report. 
The analysis of the Sharon Conglomerate shows the minimum of 
impurities. Th5s is not representative of the material as it occurs 
since, as previouslY mentioned, a large amount of sorting must be 
done to eliminate the clay. The sample for analysis was obtained 
:from the cruehed material. I't represents, there.fore a sample from 
the single crystals of quartz and the impurities would occur mainl:.'-r 
as a coating on the pebbles and as inclusions in the cr.ystals. 
The high percentage of Ti02 ~n the South African Si1crete is 
typical. of va1uee reported in the literature. The percentage 
varies with the source and values as high as 3% have been reported. 
e. X-ray Diffraction Patterns. 
Samples of al1 o~ the raw materia1e were run on the No~elco 
x-ray Spectrometer. In as much as the patterne were practically 
identical they ~11 not be shown here. 
The location and intensity of the diffracted peaks were the same 
on the patterns of the various raw materials as the,y were on the 
nat~erns o~ Ottawa sand indicating that the materials were composed 
primarily of a quartz. 
(1.2) Chemica1 Analyses run by John M. Robertson. 
Tabl.e ll 
-
Chemical. Analyses of ·Raw Hateriala 
Sam:p1e l'lua'Der 
Constituent. % 1 2 
' Si.~ 96.31. (T/.95 97.84 
Al2~ ·1.35 1..21 1.45 
Fe:z~ 0.11 0.07 -0.09 
T10:2 1.50 0.14 0.08 
CaO 0.33 0.21. 0.29 
~0 0.01 0.01 Nil 
L.O.I. 0.39 0.35 0.25 
Note: Si~ obtained b:y dif'f'erence. 
(1) South African Si~crete 
(2) Medina Quartzite 
(3) Baraboo Quartzite 
(4) Weisner Quartzite 
(5) Sharon Conglomerate 
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B. Preparation and Fir;ins of Specimens • 
1. Sizing of the Material. 
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Because of the influence of particle s~ze on the various pro-
perties ot a silica brick~ incl~ the .rate ot inversion to 
tridymite~ as reported by a number of workers~ it was deemed nec-
essar.y to use the same grading or material. in each specimen. 
It is ~robab1e that aqy grading selected would be that of 
but a few of the concerns producing silica brick. For this reason 
it was decided to use a mdxture which would give the closest packing 
in so far as wae possible. 
The mixture which would give the closest paeldng can be ca1-
culated, but the assumption must be made that all o£ the particles 
are spherical in shape. Consequently, experimental. val.ues are be-
lleved. to be more reliable. 
With f'ive different raw materials, each crushing wi.th a di.tf-
erent shape~ the m.ixture which "''ill giYe the closest packing for 
one material would not necessa~ give the closest packing· for 
the others. To accomplish this woul.d reC1uire a separate deter-
Ddnation ror each materia1. The accuracy of such determinations 
is not such that difference caused by variations in shape (since 
they are not great) would be reliably detected. Furthermore, it 
was fe1t that the same grading should be need in al1 cases. 
a. Determination of closest pac~ns:(43) The apparatua used for 
this determination consisted of a brass c,y11nder 6 em. ~ diameter 
(4.3). McKee~ W.D., Michelotti,. J .. E., and Saxman~ E.J.~ aided in the 
particl.e packing tests • . 
3l. 
and 1.9 em. deep (inside dimensions). A brass piston 3.8 em. thick 
-
was :fit.ted to the cylinder. with just enough cl.earance t.o permit up 
and down movement. 
The following U.S. Standard sieve sizes of Baraboo quartzite 
were used: 
(l) Through 4 mesh, on 8 mesh 
(2) Through 8 mesh, on 14 mesh 
(3) Through 14 mesh, on 35 mesh 
(4) Through 35 mesh, on 60 mesh. 
(5) Through 60 mesh. 
The three end members of the triaxial. were composed of the 





70% Through 4 mesh, 
30% Through 8 mesh, 
on 8 mesh 
on l.4 mesh. 
60% Through 14 mesh, on 35 mesh. 
40% Through 35 mesh, on 60 mesh. 
100% Through 60 mesh 
In preparing the mdxtures for each point tested each of the 
sizes was separa~elY weighed out rather than first compounding 
the end members. Each batch contained 300 grams weighed with an 
accuracy o~ 0.1 gram. 
The batch to be tested was first thoroughlY mixed and then 
introduced into the cylinder. The piston was placed on top and 
the cylinder held in contact With solid metal pan of the .labora-
tor.y shaker screen. After each 30 seconds o£ vibration the dis-
tance from the upper edge o£ the cylinder to the top of the piston 
was measured with an accuracy of 0.05 em. • The process was re-
peated until a constant reading was obtained. 
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The resu1ts of the teet are shown on the packing diagram 
(Figure 1.). The degree of packing is represented as the ratio 
of the bu1k ~ume to the true vo1ume. True vo1ume was ca1cu1-
ated using the value of 2.65 as the ·density of the quartzite. In 
this method unity would become the maximum degree of packing. 
The tests might we11 have been extended to inc1ude more points 
within· the ~ea of c1osest packing. However,. it was felt that 
a more exacting stu<tr of the packing of the materia1 wou1d serve 
no useful purpose. 
The mixture se1ected to be used for all specimens lies witMn 
the minimum area as shown by the packing diagram. The exact loc-




As in running the packing tests, the individual sizes of mate-
rial were weighed out rather than eompotmding the end members. 
Therefore, in comnounding the mdxtures of each raw material the 
following amounts were used: 
35% Through 4 mesh, on 8 mesh 
15% Through 8 mesh, on 14 mesh 6. Through 14 mesh, on 35 mesh 
4% Through 35 mesh, on 60 mesh 
· 4r$ Through 60 mesh. 
To the above mix was added 3% Calcium hydroxide, Ca(OH)2 
and 2% syrup. 
coerse 
70% 4-8 mesh 
30% 8-14 -mesh 
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'Fine - 100~ Throu,z:h 60 mesh 
DEGREE OF PACKING 
Medium 
60~ 14-35 meah 
407~ 35-60 mesh 
Fig.l Ratio of the bulk volume to the true volume or Baraboo 
Quartzite. 
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'b. Comparison with a eonmercia1 grading. 
As a comparison with the sizing used in making the specimens 
a sieve analysis 'W8.~ run on a supply of' Baraboo quartzite which had 
been ground by the brick manufacturer. 
The results of the analysis is shown in Figure 2 which al.so 
giv'es the curve :tor the distribution used in preparing the speci-
mens .for :fi:t:ing .• 
Using the size distribut~on as received from the manufacturer, 
fourteen bars were prepared in ·the same manner as before. 
} 
c. Crushing and Screening of the Raw Material.. 
The crushing and sizing o£ the raw material to give the neee-
ssar.y distribution presented a considerable problem particularlY since 
a dey pan was not availabl.e. It was therefore necessary to crush 
the material in steps and separate out the particles less than 4 
mesh after each step. 
The material was first run through a 1aborator;y ·size jaw 
crusher {setting of jaws reduced in steps), then successively 
through closer settings of' rolls in the ro11 crusher, and f'inal.ly 
through a hammer mi11. 
There was a great deal of' di.f't'erence in the ease with which 
the materials were crushed. The Medina quartzite broke very .\asily' 
while the South African Sil.crete was extremely difficult to crush. 
d. Particle Shape on Crushing. 
or part.icul.ar interest to the author was the shape of the 
particles after crushing. The jaw crusher produced particl.es more 
sharp and 'spl.intery' than was the case with the roll. crusher and 
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with the hammer mill. Examination of the commercially ground 
Baraboo quartzite (grotmd in a dry pan) shows that the shape of 
the particles produced was the same as was produced by the rol1 
crusher. The same appeared to be true of the haDmer mill although 
in the small sizes the differences in shape in all of the methods 
was small. 
it sh011l.d be pointed out that the material use<f in the spe-
cimens was all ground in the roll. crusher and hanmer mil.l, the 
jaw crusher being used for primary crushing only. However, due to 
the difference in shape mentioned above some of the material from 
the jaw crusher was saved from comparison. 
The difference in shape on crushing is shown in Plates II 
through VI which show the size through 8 mesh, on 14 mesh. 
2. Forming the Test· Pieces. After the mixes containing the lime, 
syrup and enough water for dry pressing, had set over night 
specimens 6 1/2 :inches .long with 1· inch cross section were pressed 
out ~th a Denison hydraulic press using a pressure of 250Q pounds 
per square inch. Each specimen as f'ormed weighed 250 grams. 
Fourteen specimene were made .f'rom each raw material. 
3. Drxi!!B and Firing. After the specimens had became 'air dry', 
with periodic turning, they were placed 1n a drier operated. at 
approximately no·c~.:aild thoroughly dried. 
They were then placed in a 'Gl.o-bar' mutf'le furnace provided 
with automatic temperature control. The bottom pieces were set on· 
high heat duty 'dUIDliiJ"' firebrick pieces approximately one inch in 
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raw ma:teria1 were close to each other and at the same level in the 
furnace. Thus at each "Withdrawal six specimens (one of each mate-
ria1 plus one With canmercia1 sizing) were withdrawn from the same 
level in the furnace.· 
The Firing Schedule. The schedule used in :firing the furnace 
was as :follows: . 
3 hours to reach a temperature of soo•c. 
3 additional hours :from ~o to 65o•c. 
3 additional hours from 650• to 145o•c. 
The temperature was held at ~450•c. for 60 hours. 
The temperature was controlled by means o£ an •on-off' control 
using a platinum 90% plus rhodium 10% versus p1a.tinum the:nnocouple. 
The thermocouple was set in the bottom course of test pieces to 
prevent disturbing it while making the withdrawals. 
With a control o:f this type the temperature of the furnace 
will rise until it reaches a point some'What above the point at which 
the control is set. The current is then automatic~ shut of':f 
until a temperature somewhat below t~his set point is reached when 
it again turns the curren~ on. 
In firing the furnace the control was adjusted so that the 
ma.ximum temperature at the top of the setting did not exceed 
u.so•c. 
Throughout the f'iri ng the temperature was checked by means of 
an optical pyrometer. A teaperature di:fference of the order of 
100•c. was fotmd to exist between the top and the bottom. of' the 
setting. 
South African Si~erete 
Crushed with Jaw Crusher 
South African Silcrete 
Crushed with Roll Crusher 
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PLATE II. Partic1e Shape on Crushing. Through 8 mesh, on ~ mesh. 
(Photographed by reflected light at 30°. Magnification {x 2). 
Medina Quartzite 
Crushed with Jaw Crusher 
Crushed with Roll Crusher 
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PLATE III. Particle Shape on Crushing. Through 8 mesh, on 14 mesh. 
(Photographed by re£lected light at .30°. Magnification (x 2). 
Baraboo Quartzite 
Crushed with Jaw Crusher 
~araboo Quartzite 
Crushed with Ro11 Crusher 
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PLATE IV. Partie1e Shape on Crushing. Through 8 mesh, on 14 mesh. 
(Photographed by re.flected l.ight ·at 30•. Magnification (x· 2). 
~eisner Quartzite 
Crushed with Jaw Crusher 
Weisner Quartzite 
Cruehed with Roll Crusher 
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PLATE V. Particle . Shape on Crushing. Through 8 mesh, on 14 mesh. 
(Photographed by reflected 1ight ~t 30°. )~gnification (x 2). 
Sriaron Conglomera~e 
Crushed with Jaw Crushet 
$baron Conglomera~e 
Crushed with Ro11 Crusher 
PLATE VI. Particle Shape on Crushing. Through 8 mesh, on 14 mesh. 
(Photographed by reflected 11ght ·at 30°. Magnif'ication (x ·2). 
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Withdrawal of Specimens 
After each period of 12 houre at the 'soaking' temperature 
two bars of each material were withdrawn and placed in pre-heated 
diatomaceous earth. After 60 hours at the 'soaking' temperature 
the furnace was turned off and the remaining bars permitted to 
cool in the furnace. 
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C. Tests .on Fired ·Specimens;. 
-1. Appareil'tt Porosit.z and Bulk Densi:tz 
Eacb or_ the tired epeeblene was careful.l.U brushed to remove 
any foreiga material such as diat-omaceous earth adhering to the 
sides. The Apparent Porosity- and Bu1k Dens·ity o~ each was then 
determined aceording to A.S.T.M. Designation: 020-41. 
The results o~ these determinations appear in Table .3. 
Discussion o~ Results of Apparent Porosity and Bulk Density 
Determinations: In order to resist slac attack it i.s desirable 
that the porosity of a silica brick be low. However~ the spalJ..in« 
resistance is less in a dense brick than 1n one 'With l.o'W densi:t7.. 
For these reasons the best brick for spa11ing and s1ag resistance 
'WOuld. 'be ~e w.itb zero apparent porosity and with a 1ow bulk 
density. Thie cou1d be achieved provided that the brick cont.ained 
a large number of sealed pores. 
It ie on,+7 natura1 to expect that if the brick is to have a 
low ~sity the :individual particles of which the brick.are 
composed must. also have a 1ow porosity-. The data show thi.s to be 
~roe wi~~ one exception. In comparing the apparent poros1ti~$ ot 
raw materla1s and :fired pieces it. is noted that (with the exception 
of the Weisner quartzite) the raw material with highest apparent 
porosJ.ty resu1ts in the highest appa~t poroeity in the .fired 
piece. Tbe same condition applies to the oth~r three material.&. 
In -c~aring bulk densities it is. found that these are also 
in order with the exception o:f the Weisner q\tartrlte. 
'l'!Sf.E III 
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Apparent PorositY and Bulk Density of 
Fired Silica Brick Specimens 
(Comm. Mix) 
Hours African Medina Baraboo Weisner Sharon Baraboo 
Soalins Silcrete Quartzite . Quartzite 9u!£tzite CoMlomerate Quartzite 
A.P. B.D. ~!& !:!:.. !& A.P. !& A.P. B.D • . A.P. B.D. 
- - - - - - -
29.l2 ... 1.67 30.30 1.64 24.92 1.8.3 33.43 1.55 28.59 1.69 27.48 1.77 
12 
29.15 1.67 30.59 1.64 25.25 1.80 33.00 1.5(> 28.15 1.70 27.83 l.?s 
29.10 1.66 30.61 1.63 25.19 1.80 33.47 1.55 .30.77 1.62 27.82 1.74 
24 
29.57 1.65 31.43 1.61 25.36 l.go 33.00 1.56 30.6.3 1.63 28.05 1 .. 72 
28.93 . 1.67 .30.16 1.62 24.90 l.SO 32.32 1.57 30.41 1.62 27.3.3 . 1.73 
36 
29.41 1.65 30.19 1.62 26.54 1.74 .31.98 1.58 29.67 1.65 28.28 1.71 
29.05 1.66 Not drawn . 26.05 1.75 31.67 1.58 28.73 1.67 27.85 1.72 
48 
29.06 ~ 1.66 30 • .35 1.62 25.46 1.77 33·,03 1.58 29 .• 99 1.65 28.20 1.71 
29.30 1.65 29.66 1.66 25.66 1.77 32.43 1.57 29.22 1.66 28.47 1.71 
60 29.57 1.65 30.10 1.63 24.79 1.82 32.14 1.58 27.75 1.71 29.28 1.67 
29.87 1.65 30.51 1.62 25.36 1.77 32.02 1.58 27.61 1.72 27.19 1.78 
- -Avera~e29 .28 1.66 30.39 1.63 25.40 1.79 32.59 1.57 29.23 1.67 27.98 1.7.3 
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The errati.c results with the Weisner quart,z1te are be1ieved 
t.o be due to 1nterna1 sba- tering of the grains. The gra:ln siae 
used in the teat,e was somewhat coarser than appears 'to be used in 
practice, and seYera1 workers have reported dif"f1.cu1ty in .firlng 
specimens with coarse grain size. In !"act this is given as one 
o£ the major prob1eJU in firing some raw aateria1e which i.rrwert 
rapidl.y. 
As will be seen 1ater t.he Weisner quartzite .foraMMi the 
~atest amount o.f t.ridymite at all. temperatures. This rapid 
inYersion ~th consequent increase in vo1ume apparent~v caused in-
terna1 'P()rea to deve1op in tbe grains • The smne aay have occured 
with the other materials but t.o a 1esser degree. 
It w111 be noted f'rom Tab1e 3 that the va1nes at all tempe-
. ratures for each JOB.terial. deviate but slightly f'ron the average 
(f"or that material.). This is as expected, because the veey f1uid 
ca1cium. si1icate 't«lu1d .f"ona in the earl.y stage o.f" .firing f'i1ling 
as IIJilD7 pores as possib1e. 
A marked difference is noted in the va1ues obtained with the 
mixture from the manufacturer as compared with the mixture deter-
mined as yie1di.ng the apnro.x.:Jaate maxlmua packifl«. 
2. Determination of the Dearee of CoDYersion to qristobalite and 
· · Tri.dlf!d. te. 
Dete~ the percentaaee o~ quartz and eristoballte in the 
.fired specimens was done by means o.f the Horelco x-ray spectrc.et.er. 
With this inetrwnent the outpu.t. from a Geiger tube ia amplified and 
fed to a strip chart recorder or to a counter. 
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'!'he recorder produces ·a p1ot of intensity va. ang1e. To 
accomplish this the Geiger tube ie driven on a quadrant by a syn-
chronous motor. it is. thus possible to oatain the intensity of 
diffraction over angles of 2 0 • 90• to 2 Q • o•. (actua~ run 
only to approximately s· to prevent direct rays from striking the 
tube). 
The intensity of the diffraction at any angle has been deter-
mined in varioue ways by different workers. Measuring the height 
of the peak above the base :line is common. Another method is to 
multiply the height above the base line times the width at half' 
peak. This tends to o:f:f-set, to a degree, the difference in width 
due to dilference in particl.e size. 
A third method involves measuring the area under the peak 
above the base line by means of a planimeter. This method gives 
good results within a limiting size range which wi11 be mentioned 
later. A source of error ~s the determination of the position ot 
the base, a factor which would af'fect the afore mentioned method 
a1so. In addition, errors within the recording mechanism will be 
reproduced by this method. 
Probabl.Jr the most· accurate is to obtain a count o:r the number 
of particles di.(.fracted over a certain number ot degrees. This is 
essentially the same aa measuring the area und8l~ the curve except 
that no account is taken of the bac~round. For deter,minations of 
similar materials this would not noticeably affect the results, but 
in this prob~em the position of the base WaS not the same for• all 
materials. 
Alexander and Kiuc(45) show that ror substances of the same 
degree of absorption the diffracted intensity is direct~ propor-
tional to the.concentration~.a1lowing direct 1inear analysis. Such 
~s the case with quartz and eristobalite ~ich forms the basis for 
the method used in this problem. 
a. Preparing t.he Standard Curves • 
Throughout the study Iron Ka radiat~on was used in order to 
separate the peaks involved as much as possible as will be seen 
later. 
Using mixtures of S micron quartz and 5 micron cristoba1ite~ 
the standard curves were ·pre~red. (Figure 2a). 
The maximum quart.z peak occurs at 2 g = .3.3. 7• and the maxi-
mum cristobal.ite peak at 2 Q = 27. 7• • The areas measured are 
sho'NJ'l in Figure 3. In marking out the width to be measured for 
cuartz a vertical line was drawn three-fourths of a degree on each 
side of the peak until it intersected the curve. With the cristo-
halite this area was cut down to one-halt a degree on eaeh side ot 
the peak because of the presence of the third intense tridy.mite 
peak~· which is reported in the A.S.T.M. card f'i1e to occur at 2 Q = 
27.4°. (This is an average of a number of values given). 
This third tridymite peak has not been detected on any o~ the 
patterns run by the author. Values or intensity reported are so 
variable that it isn't possible to determine the apn~ate area 
. 
caused. by this diffraction. Holitever, in view of the emal.l areas 
produced under the f'irst and seco!"ld tridymite peaks as compared 
to the areas Yor quartz and eristobalite, the error due to this 
(45) Alexander~ L. ~ & IUug, H..;P., Basic Aspects of X-ray Ab-
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peak is believed to be relative~ sma11 For the percentages or 
tridymite present in the specimens studied. 
b. Standardi.zation of the x-ra:r Equipment 
In quantitative analysis work with the x-ray spectrometer 
account must be taken of the .fact that the response o:f the Geiger 
tube .from day to day or (on the machine used at 1 ast) even .from 
hour to hour. For this reason some method must be used to stand-
ardize the machine in order to assure comparative results. 
A number of materia1s have been used by various workers. The 
author chose a standard o.uartz sample .for the following reasons: 
{1) The minus 5 micron sample was available which is the ideal size 
.for obtaining reproducible results as sho1m by Alexander, Klug, and 
Kwmner. {46) (2) The maximum peak, extended the :full width of the 
chart, enables critica1 adjustment within the range o.f intensity 
necessary .for the study. (3) Quartz displays only slight pref'er-
entia1 cleavage and usually .fractures conchoidally, so that the 
powder crystallites would be expected to displ~ essentia1ly random 
cr,ystallogranhie orientation. 
It was found that before any degree o.f stability could be ob-
tained with the machine it must be turned on for at least. an hour 
be£ore aqy adjus~ents were made. 
(46) Alexander~ L., Klug, H.P., and Kummer., Statistical Factors 
Af'f'"ecting the Intensity or X-rays Diffracted by Crystalline 
Powders, Jour. of Applied Physics 19, PP• 7J..2.-753, 1948. 
All determinations ~re made with the fo11owing wedge settings: 
Tube slit- medium; tube wedge- #14 position; Geiger s1it- medium; 
Geiger wedge- adjusted by means of standard quartz sample to give 
total height. of peak of 9 1/2 chart divis.ions ld.th ampl.itude at 
10 and damping at 9. 
c. Sa.m.p1e Preparation and Obtaining X-ray Patterns. 
Foll~wing the determinations ot Apparent Porosity and Bulk 
density one of the specimens or each raw material for each with-
drawa1 was selected. 'l'he specimens -were quartered lengthwise by 
means of a carborundum saw. One of the quarters was saved for 
later therma1 expansion tests. 
The other three quarters of the material. were ground in a . 
porcelain mortar to pass 100 mesh. The ground material was then 
carer~ coned and quqrtered to give a 5 gram sample ror x-r~ 
determination. The remaining material. was again coned and quart-
ered to give a 20 gram sample to be used for specific gravity 
determination. 
The 5 gram sample was ground to pass through a .32 5 mesh sieve. 
The grinding was continued on each sample for another 15 minutes 
which was found by a check ~th the microscope on each materia1 to 
be sufficient to reduce the size of the particles to about 5 
mi.crons and below. 
The rotating sam.pl.e holder was used throughout the work. This 
would not be necessary if quartz were present only. However, with 
the new cr.ysta1s formed the poasibil.ity of oriented cr.ystals is 
increased. 
S.3 
d. Measuring the Area~ 
The method of determining the intensities b.Y measuring the 
area under the specified curves l'ras used in this work. Besides 
taking int.o account the varying position of the base with diffe-
rent materials there is another advantage over that of obtaining 
the eount.s over a certain number of degrees of arc. It is not 
possible to precisely determine the noint at which the counts 
should begin due to errors in alignment of the instrument, or 
varying position of the sample or varying degree of flatness of 
the surface of the sampl.e. In measuring the area with a plani-
meter the exact position of the oeak on the chart is not ~ 
oortant. 
A ma,"jor difficulty with the planimeter method is that it re-
ouires so much time before t.he results are obtained. In this work 
two x-ray samples from each gross (5 gram) sample were run. The 
area in each case was measured twice. 
In as much as no pure tridymite l-.ras available :for p_renaring a 
standard curve the area under the second tri~vmite peak was measured 
to give the relative amount of tridymite on~v. The second tridy-
mite peak mu~-·t be used becau~~e of the super-position of' a quartz 
peak with the maximum tridymite peak as can be seen in £igure J. 
e. Dieeuesion of Results of X-Ray Stu~ee 
Figures 3 to 7 show graphically the reSults obtained by the 
x-ray spectrometer. The values shown on the graph are::averages of 
two patterns whereas on~v one\ J)attern was photographed. The dif'f'e-
renee in individual patterns o£ the same specimen was of the order 
of 1 to 2.per -cent. 
The _amo~nt of' tridymite p1us g1ass ~s obtained by difference, 
since, as previous~ mentioned, no pure tridymite was available as 
a standard. 
# 
Because of the difference in composition of the raw materials, 
the amount of glass would not necessarily be the same in a11 of the 
specimens. The di.f:ference . should be very sma.11, however. 
With specimens of' the same raw material the amount o:t g1ass 
would theoretical.ly be exactly the same assuming the same ·heat 
treatment. 
During the firing numerous checks were made of the temperature 
at the top, center, and· bottom of the setting. In addition, during 
three different periods the temperatures were measured ever.y 5 
minutes :ror one hour. 
The maximum temperature at the top of' the setting was 1450°C, 
and the m~tmum temperature at the bottom was 1370°C. 
As previously discussed, the relative amount or tridymite in 
each sample was determined by measuring the area under the second 
intense tridymite peak. The area measured included one half' a 
degree on each s~de o~ the maximum. 
5S 
With a constant·amount of glass the l±ne indicating re1ative 
tridymite shoul.d resemble the curve· for tri.dymite pl.us glass. The· · 
slope wou1d not necessarily be the same, because the verti.ca1 
axis o~ the two curves are not re1ated. However, it ld.ll be noted 
that the eurYes do not compare. 
A case in point is illustrated in figure 7. The 24 hour sample 
show 5% _less quartz than the one 'soaked • for. 12 hours. The cristo-
bal.ite content has increased 10% thus resulting in 5% less t"ridy-
mite. On the other hand, the spectrometer pattern shows a greater 
area :for the tridym.ite £or the 24 hour specimen than for the l2 
hour specimen. 
Non-consistent resul~s appear also in a comparison of the 12 
hour and 60 hour treatment of this same material. The quartz is 
4~ lese in the latter, and the amount of erietobalite is 5% greater 
giving a difference of only 1.% in the tri~vmite and gl.ass. But 
the relative amount of t.ridyrnite is much greater in the specimen 
eoaked ~or 60 hours than in the one soaked :for l2 hours.· 
Many- similar comparisons could be ma.de on all of the diagrams 
to a greater or 1esser degree. 
Et~ect. o~ Variation in Temperature on Glass Formation. 
The results discussed above could be explained on the basis of 
difference in the amount of glass formed if it could be shown that 
the existing temperature dif~erential was great enough to cause 
such a di~ference. 
The pieces were stacked six high in the ki1n with the l2 hour 
pieces on top etcetera. Therefore the pieces draw.n first.were 
heated to a temperatUre ao• higher than those which were 'soaked' 
for 60 hours. Pieces in adjacent layers wou1d receive little 
dif'.ference in heat treatment. A1so • the 24 hour pieces and the 
36 hour pieces ~~re on the same 1eve1 in the ki1n. 
An exact solution of the effect of temperature difference ia 
not. possible because there is no phase diagram available f'or the 
mixtures used. For illustration, however, certain assumptions 
will be made in order to determine approximately how much the 
amotmt of' glass will change with the maximwn temperature diffe-
rence noted. 
The average CaO content in the pieces as formed. based on the 
chemical analysis ~iven in -table 2. is 2.52%. The average ll203 • 
0.81%, am the loss on ignition z:: 0.25% giving a remainder of 
96.67% f'or the Si~ and other. The alkalies and the MgO wou1d act 
similarly to the CaO. The Fe20) and the TiQ:l wou1d a1so serve as 
a .flux to a 1esser degree. 
Usi.~ a bat~h containing 96% S:i.0-.2, 3% CaO, and 1.% Al..20J it is 
found .from the phase oiagram that approximate]¥ ll.O% liquid ie 
formed at 1450°C. At 1370•c the same batch yie~ds 10.5% liquid. 
Smal..l variat:l.ons in CaO and A120) have onq- a slight ef'f'ect. on the 
amount. of' liquid. 
It can theref'ore be concluded that variations in composition 
and in temperature of the magni.t.ude encount.er.~ed i.n this work would 
not affect the amount of g1ass to a measurab1e degree. 
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Undetectable Phases 
As silica crysta1s decrease in size to less than 0.1 micron 
they produce an appreciable broadening or the c·urve and shorterrl.ng 
of the peak on the x-ray spectrometer pattern. Continued reduction 
in size will nroduce a condition whereby no pattern will be pro-
duced. The e~£ect is one o£ an amorphous substance. 
On page 13 of the review of" literature are lested the tY..ro· ways 
stated b~r Sosman in which the transformation from quartz into trid-
ymite occurs. The method of passing into solution of the quartz to 
crystallize out a.gam as crystals or tridymite is the one generally 
believed to prevd1 in silica brick. The same method is believed 
to take place in the trans~ormation from quartz to cristobalite. 
It this is true it is reasonable to expect the £irst cr,ysta1s 
to appear are too small to be detected b,y the x-rays, and on1y 
after a condition of equilibrium had existed £or a period long 
enough for the cr,ystals to reach a detectable size would.a true 
picture be obtained. 
Thus a sample showing a small amo·unt o£ cristoba1ite with a 
resulting large amount o£ tridymite plus glass but with a rela-
tivelY ~mall tridymite area on the pattern may actua~ contain 
undetectable eristobalite or tridymite or both. 
sa 
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f. Comparison of Rates of Conversion to TriQYmite 
Figures 8, 9 and 10 present photographs of the portions of the 
spectrometer patterns used in the stu~. The relative amount of 
tridymite is represented below th~_photograph in each case. The 
dimensions are strict~ arbitrar,y and in tabular form are given 
in Table 3. 
The Weisner quartzite shows the most tridymite £or the first 
three withdrawals While the Medina is second for the same heat 
treatment. The 48 and 60 hour treatment indicate practically 
identical amounts or tridymite for the Weisner and Medina quartz-
ites. 
The African Silcrete is third at all but the 24 hour treat-
ment and is followed by the Sharon conglomerate. The Baraboo 
quartzite speeimens are much lower in tridymite for all heat 
treatment~ than the others. 
TABLE IV 
Relative Amount ot Tridymite 
in Samples Tested 
Material Hours he1d at 'eoakins' temperature 
g ~ 22 ~ §Q 
Arrican Silcrete 22 26 34 43 44 
Medina Quartzite 29 40 36 48 50 
Baraboo Quartzite 8 13 15 19 21 
Weisner Quartzite 32 44 .44 47 49 
Sharon Conglomerate 16 .32 31 .33 32 
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g. Determination o! True Sp!cif~e Gravit.;r 
TrUe specific gravity determinations were made of. the speci-
mens f'rom the 60 hour soaking treatment. A.S. T .1-1. Designation: 
Cl35-47 was followed in determining the true specific gravities. 
The results are as follows: 
African Silcrete •.• ~ •• 2 .353 
Hedina Quartzite •••••• 2 .338 
Baraboo Quartzite ••••• 2.378 
Weisner Quartzite ••••• 2 .324 
Sharon Conglomerate ••• 2 .415 
The determination o£ true specific gra~ity has been the 
standard test to detect the presence of' a~ appreciable amount 
ot unconverted quartz in a silica brick. The density of quartz 
is 2.65, that of cristoballte 2.32 and tridymi.te 2.28. The 
presence of cristobalite or tridymite separately cannot be de-
tected because the densities are so near alike. Also, the 
density of cristobalite is reported as variable. 
By comparing the values obtained for true specific gravities 
with those of relative tridymite it is noted that the order of 
high to low tridymite is the same as the order of minimum to maxi-
mum specific gravity except that the Sharon conglomerate and Bar-
aboo quartzite are reversed. 
The reduction in density does not follow the same order as 
decrease in percent of quartz although the general trend is the 
same. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
In the absence of a standard curve to permit the determination 
or percent triqymdte in fired silica brick the accuracy of quan-
titative data regarding rates of inversion to tridymite is question-
able. 
Crystals too small to be detected by the x-ray would be un-
detected by optical methods as well, and this may account for some 
of the conflicting reports in the literature. The method of ob-
taining percentage of tridymite by difference is shown by data ob-
tajned to be entirely unreliable. 
The rapid inversion rate of the African Silcrete was not 
substantiated by these etudies as two American quartzites show 
larger amounts of tridymite for all soaking treatments than the 
silcrete. 
The importance of small grain size in the raw materials was. 
not confirmed since the mat~ria1s with the smallest grain size 
showed ver,y little difference in rate of inversion from the mate-
rial with the largest grain size. 
Apparent porosity can be substantially reduced b,y proper 
sizing of grains. However 7 the cost of correct sizing may off-
set the advantage of a denser product. 
The shape of particles on crushing was found to vary with the 
ra.w material but more-so according to the method of crushing. 
On the whole the results o£ true specific gravity determinations 
cheeked the results of the x-ray analysis although the former can 
be used in on~ a general way for comparison. 
V. SUMMARY 
The three most used American ~artzites were selected for 
study along with a relatively unimportant conglomerate !ran Pennsyl-
vania and a surface quartzite from South Africa which has attracted 
much attention in recent years. 
Photomicrographs of thin sections of the raw materials are 
given to show the size of the individual grains and the nature of 
the bond. 
PartiC1e packing tests were performed on one material to de-
termine the size distribution of the crushed material to be used 
in the tests. Comparison is made with a grading used commercially. 
Photographs showing particle shape on crushing for each mate-
rial using two types of crushers are included. 
After preparing specimens of each material using 3% additional 
calcium hydroxide they 'Were fired :in an electric muffle kiln to 
1450°C and the temperature held for 60 hours. Withdrawals of two 
specimens of each m.a.teria1 were made at 12 hour intervale. 
The percentages of quartz and crietobalite were detennined 
directly and tridymite plus glass by difference. The relative a-
mapnt of tridyroite was also determined in each case. These deter-
minations were made by means of the Norelco x-ray spectrometer manu-
factured by the North American Phillips Company. 
An explanation of the seemingly· conflicting results is eJtplained 
as being extremely small crystals in the process of transf"ormation 
which are not detected by the x-r~s. 
11 
Relative amounts of tridymite for the raw materials 
tested do not agree with the results to be expected from reports 
in the literature. 
Specific gravity determinations were made of specimens soaked 
for 60 hours and the results check in a general manner the data 
from x-ray examination. 
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